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seems unlikely in retrospect that the drug
played any significant role in the symptom-
atic improvement. A more likely explanation
is that the improvement occurred coin-
cidentally, particularly as the patient did not
deteriorate again after stopping the drug.
Experimentally destruction of 20% of the
subthalamic nucleus produces hemi-
ballismus, which may be reduced by further
lesions in the internal segment of the globus
pallidus; 2 in this case it is possible that

.,extension of the tumour to involve these
areas lead to resolution of his symptoms.
That the tumour was progressively
increasing in size is confirmed by the devel-
opment of signs suggesting progressive
involvement of the internal capsule.
Carcinoma of the bronchus commonly

metastasises to the brain; it is surprising
,,therefore that spread to the basal ganglia
should be reported so infrequently.
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How many clinicians consider the effects of
the drugs they prescribe on dietary intake?
Perhaps even fewer consider the effects of
dietary factors on the functioning of the

"body itself. Some of the answers can be
found in this volume which are the pro-
ceedings of a Symposium held by the British
Association for Psychopharmacology in
December 1983.
The book contains excellent basic science

chapters by Edmund Rolls dealing with the
neurophysiology of feeding and by Steven
SCooper covering neuropeptides and food
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Functional Mapping of the Brain in Vascular
Disorders. Edited by Wolf-Dieter Heiss. (Pp
130; DM56.00.) Heidelberg: Springer-
Verlag, 1985.

drugs on This nice booklet deals with those tom-
ographic scanning techniques which mea-

d Cruzon sure regional brain function, particularly in
Lilation of relation to patients with ischaemic brain dis-
i. Merton ease. Visualisation of functional measure-
he effects ments in an anatomical setting is described
,n of mi- as "functional mapping" in the title of the

book. The difficulties connected with mak-
contains ing functional measurements, which are
basic sci- based on all sorts of dynamic processes,
En almost from an "image" are addressed in the first
mposium chapter by Ter-Pogossian who compares
gs. Such a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
me of this positron emission tomography (PET) tech-
tific con- niques. This is an excellent chapter, clearly
dividuals written, and I think fully accessible to the

non-expert, describing the strengths and
P JENNER limitations of both techniques. MRI is
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